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Charter
50 litre

50L Hooded Model
REF.

CTR50H

50L

The Charter 50 is available in 2 models. One as
standard with an open top, allowing easy access. The
second with a optional fitted hood to reduce water ingress
and access by birds.
Both versions are available in a range of 5 colour
options.

SELF-CLOSING LOCK

SECURE

50L Standard Model
REF.

Opened with standard
triangular key. Closing
with slam-shut action.

Design of hinging hood with
integral aperture helps
prevent litter removal by
birds.
HYGIENIC

LONG LIFE
VANDALRESISTANT
CONSTRUCTION
Impact resistant
polyethylene body
and lid has all
through colour, will
not rust, chip or
flake.

Smooth internal
and external
surfaces for easy
cleaning. Bin is
self-draining.

Translucent polyethylene liner for
better visibility of the type of waste
contained. (TL)

COLOURS

Marine Blue
(BF)
Grey
(GT)

Burgundy
(RB)
Grey
(GT)

Fir Green
(VI)

AESTHETIC
Soft rounded design
is ideal for high
pedestrian traffic
areas and narrow
footways.

TRANSLUCENT LINER

CTR50

Grey
(GT)

Fir Green
(VI)
Grass Green
(VH)

Charter
100 litre
200 litre

Middle-range positioning for these containers which
are designed for installation in urban areas and more
specifically in high pedestrian traffic zones: high streets or
shopping centres.
The range are all fitted with a door locking
mechanism and are available with polyethylene or
galvanised steel liners.

100L

100L Open Top
REF.

CTR100OT
EASY LITTER DISPOSAL

AESTHETICS

100L Hooded
REF.

COLOURS

Sea Blue
(BV)

Standard gold banding
and ‘tidyman’ graphics
enhance the traditional
theme.
Modern rounded design is
ideal for high pedestrian
traffic areas.

4 large litter apertures
enable the user to dispose
of litter from any direction.

CTR100H

REF.

CTR100FD

Grey
(GT)

HYGIENE

Burgundy
(RG)
Grey
(GT)

Internal deflector
prevents waste dropping
between the housing
and the liner.

100L Front Door

REF.

British
Racing
Green(VF)
Grey
(GT)

Sienna
(MS)

SELF-CLOSING
LOCK

Opened with
standard
triangular key.
closing with slamshut action.

FIXINGS
Ground anchor,
pavement mounting
or concrete ballast
options.

Sienna
(MS)

200L Dual Liners
REF.

CTR200DB

200L Wheeled Container
REF.
Dimensions for 100OT & 100H

CTR200WC

Prima Linea
40 & 50 litre

40L
40L Model
This line of waste paper bins created by the Ricardo-Bofill
firm of architects, successfully reconciles usefulness with
attractiveness. Prima Linea is a union of optimal ergonomic and
functional requirements combined with modern styling able to blend
into any type of urban landscape, whatever its architecture,
traditional or modern.
PERIPHERAL
OPENING

REF.

PRIM40

ANTI-VANDALISM FEATURES

50L
The embossed sides
prevent graffiti and
unwanted posters from
being attached.

For easy access
from all sides.

50L Model
REF.

PRIM50

COLOURS

EASY TO INSTALL

LOCKING SYSTEM

Grey
(GT)

ø 350 mm

British Racing
Green (VF)

Sienna
(MS)

Black
(NR)

- 40 and 50 litre models:
to be fixed to a new post
or to an existing post.

40L

50L

- Weight: 12 kg.
- Made from folded, rolled and welded
sheet steel
- Treated against corrosion
- Coated with a high resistant paint
- Model to be fixed to a new post or to an
existing post

- Weight: 6 kg.
- Made from injected High Density
Polyethylene (HPDE)
- UV-resistant
- Model to be fixed to a new post
or an existing post

840 mm

560 mm

With a standard
triangular key.

Dark Blue
(MB)

ø 350 mm

Prima Linea
80 & 120 litre

120L

120L Model
REF.

PRIM120

Every model in the Prima Linea range blends
naturally into its environment, thanks to the unified shapes
and materials adapted to each particular volume.

PERIPHERAL
OPENING

80L

ANTI-VANDALISM FEATURES
The embossed sides
prevent graffiti and
unwanted posters from
being attached.

For easy access
from all sides.

80L Model
REF.

PRIM80

COLOURS

LOCKING
SYSTEM
With a standard
triangular key.

480 mm

British Racing
Green (VF)

Sienna
(MS)

Black
(NR)

- 80 and 120 litre bins:
to be fixed to the
ground.

80L

120L

-

- Weight: 20 kg.
- Made from Low Density rotomoulded Polyethylene (LDPE)
- UV-resistant
- Model to be fixed to the ground

Weight: 55 kg.
Made from entirely cast aluminium
Inside basket made from steel
Model to be fixed to the ground

1160 mm

Dark Blue
(MB)

1020 mm

Grey
(GT)

EASY TO INSTALL

ø 530 mm

Roundabout
85 litre

85L
Stylishly designed circular plastic litter bin, suitable for high
pedestrian traffic areas as there are no sharp edges or corners.
t
Is circular design incorporates a unique front opening door.
the door has a slam - shut action which ensures fast and easy
removal of the liner with minimal lifting.
There is also an option to have an integral ashtray fitted to the
top of the container.
EASY LITTER DISPOSAL
Two large litter
apertures.

AESTHETICS
Stylish circular design
with soft rounded
apertures for safe use.

REF.

RBT85
COLOURS

LOCKING SYSTEM

With a standard
triangular key.

Grass Green
(VH)

Black
(NR)

Burgundy
(RG)

British Racing
Green (VF)

Dark Blue
(BV)

Yellow
(JA)

GROUND FIXING
Choice of ground
fixing options.

1000 mm

- Manufactured from rotationally
moulded medium desnsity
polyethylene
- U.V resistant
- Galvanised steel liner

REF.
ø 460 mm

RBT85STUB

Steel Furniture
Litter bins & benches

This sophisticated range of furniture is designed to
withstand extremes of climate, whilst forming a stylish yet
practical range of integrated urban furniture. The sleek durable
finish provides a range of furniture suitable for any location.
REF.

HC2040S
AESTHETICS

APERTURE

Modern stainless
steel design and
construction
suited to any
environment.

Large forward
facing aperture for
simple litter
disposal with
75 litre
capacity.

REF.

HC2040B
ASHTRAY
Discreet ashtray
integrated into
liter bin hood.

FIXINGS
A range of
ground fixing
systems are
available.

REF.

HC2030S

REF.

HC2030B

REF.

HC2050

REF.

HC2031S

REF.

HC2032B

Dog Waste Bin
35 & 50 litre

35L

Designed with municipal technical departments and
dog owners in mind, the dog Waste Bin is the complete
solution for the collection of dog waste.
Available in two sizes, 35 and 50 litres. The inside of
the body is protected by a plastic sack for ease of emptying
and cleaning.
The hygienic flap ensures users have no direct
access to the contents. Odour is trapped by an odour
absorber cartridge, which lasts around three months.

VANDAL RESISTANT

Impact resistant polyethylene
body has all through colour.
Will not rust, chip or flake.

USER FRIENDLY

REF.

DWB35

REF.

DWB50

50L

Easy lift flap for
easy dog waste
disposal.

Dimension mm / vol

SELF-CLOSING
LOCK
Opens with standard
triangular key.
closes with a slamshut action.

35

50

A

600

700

B

350

460

C

320

475

C

HYGIENIC
Body is removable for
washing.
Smooth internal and external
surfaces, with rounded edges
for easy cleaning.
Special clean-lift sacks with
integral tie-handles.

B

ODOUR
REDUCTION

A
Odour absorber
effective for
approximately three
months.
Replacement
cartridges available.

Satellite
50 litre

50L

The Classically styled, Satellite litter bin has been
designed for use in the most varied of locations. Highly
functional, these bins are manufactured from high-density
polyethylene and fitted with a lockable body.
Installation can be on a post, lamp-post, wall or
any other suitable location.
REF.

SAT50

COLOURS

SELF-CLOSING LOCK
Opened with standard triangular key,
closed with a slam-shut action.

HYGIENIC

Orange
(OR)

Alicante
Green (VJ)

Stone Grey
(GP)

Stone Grey
(GP)

Stone Grey
(GP)

Design of hinging
hood with integral
aperture helps
prevent litter removal
by birds.

LONG LIFE
CONSTRUCTION

Impact resistant
polyethylene body
has all through
colour, will not rust,
chip or flake.

Brown (MA)
RAL 8017

MAINTENANCE

Smooth internal
and external
surfaces for easy
cleaning. Soft rounded
design is ideal for high
pedestrian traffic areas.

Brown (MA)
RAL 8017

Orange
(OR)

Alicante
Green (VJ)

Cream (CR)

Cream (CR)

Cream (CR)

Street Chariot

The Street Chariot has been developed to facilitate
the work of road sweepers. Positioning and removal of the
two 90 litres wheeled bins is via the door on the front of the
Street Chariot.
There is also a lockable 35 litre operators box to keep
all personal belongings safe.

REF.

STORB

COLOURS

Red (RP)

LARGE CAPACITY
Large easy accessible
containers.
Easy to open lids from all
sides.

OPERATORS BOX

ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
Strong integrated
front door and shovel
holder.
Simple opening
mechanism.
Quick, easy removal
of the two containers.

Dark Blue (BV)

Apple Green (VH)

35 litre impact
resistant
construction.
Lockable box keeps
belongings safe and
dry.

British Racing Green (VF)

BROOM HOOKS
CASTORS
Universal brush holders
front and back for
brooms and other
similar pieces of
equipment.

Swivel and braking
castors for easy
operation and use.
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